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Abstract
In this article, the key equation and the use of error evaluator polynomials are generalized
from the case of BCH codes to one-point codes. We interpret the syndrome of the error vector e
as a di;erential !e which has simple poles on the support of e and, in general, at the one-point
Q used to de<ne the codes. The decoding problem is to <nd a function f and di;erential 
having poles only at Q such that f!e =. Then if f has a simple pole at an error position P,
the error value is eP =(=df)(P). We amend an iterative algorithm that computes a Gr>obner
basis for Ie, the ideal of functions vanishing on the support of e, so that it also computes the
corresponding error evaluators. That is, we produce f!e for each f in the Gr>obner basis. c© 2002
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 94; 14; 13
1. Introduction
The decoding problem for Reed–Solomon codes was reformulated by Berlekamp
and others as a problem of <nding a pair of polynomials of minimal degree—the error
locator and error evaluator—which solve a “key equation”. In this article, we derive a
generalization to one-point codes of this key equation. We also show that the algorithm
presented in [14], which e*ciently computes error locator polynomials, can be modi<ed
slightly to compute error evaluator polynomials as well.
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For Reed–Solomon codes the key equation is usually presented as follows [13, Section
12:9]. Let a1; : : : ; at be the <eld elements where errors occured and let e1; : : : ; et be
the error values. We de<ne the syndrome polynomial to be S =
∑m−1
i=1 six
i where
m is the number of check symbols and where si =
∑t
k=1 eka
i
k . The key equation is
S =!mod xm. The decoding problem is: given S <nd  and ! of minimal degree
solving this equation. One can show that =
∏t
k=1(1− akx). Since the zeros of  are
the reciprocals of the error locations,  is called the error locator polynomial. The error
value at Pk is given by ek = − ak!(a−1k )=′(a−1k ), so ! is called the error evaluator
polynomial.
From the more general perspective of algebraic geometry codes, it is more nat-
ural to de<ne an error locator as vanishing at the locations of the errors, rather
than at the reciprocals. The problem in generalizing the key equation is then, what
algebraic object should the syndrome be? For Reed–Solomon codes one can sim-
ply take S =
∑t
k=1 ek=(x − ak)= (1=x)
∑∞
k=0 six
−i. This approach was extended by
Chabanne and Norton [1] to de<ne a key equation for n-dimensional cyclic codes.
We will show that it generalizes in a very natural way to one-point
codes.
Let C be a smooth curve de<ned over a perfect <eld k. Let Q be a rational point on
C and let R be the ring of functions with poles only at Q. Let us assume for simplicity
that (2g − 2)Q is canonical. For an error vector e, we let Se be the syndrome map
associated to a vector e=(e1; : : : ; en): Se(f)=
∑n
k=1 ekf(Pk). We show there exists a
function he such that any f∈R is an error locator if and only if fhe is also in R,
that is, it has no poles away from Q. Furthermore, if f has a simple zero at an error
position P then fhe and the derivative f′ can be used to evaluate the error at P.
For general curves—(2g− 2) not canonical—we use a di;erential !e to represent the
syndrome.
Several approaches to de<ning a key equation and error evaluators have appeared
previously [1–3,5,8,10–12,17,20,21]. Porter et al. [17] work with general codes on
curves, but later papers [20,21] consider the particular case of one-point codes. For
one-point codes, they follow the traditional approach to the key equation for BCH
codes by de<ning the syndrome of a received vector as an element of the ring R. To
decode C(D;mQ), an auxiliary function h∈R is introduced and one uses a decoding
algorithm for the isometric code C(D; E−P) where the divisor (h)=E− (m+)Q.
Ehrhard [2] also de<nes a key equation for arbitrary codes on curves and his de<ni-
tion also requires choosing a number of auxiliary divisors and di;erentials. Ehrhard’s
decoding algorithm [3] starts with an arbitrary divisor F of degree 2g +  where  is
the number of errors to be corrected and g is the genus of the curve. The idea is to
apply extra conditions on this space so that at the end of g iterations the only functions
left must vanish at the error positions. In the case of one-point codes, one could start
with the space L((t + 2g)Q) of functions with poles only at Q and of order at most
2t+ g. The algorithm successively chooses points Pk1 ; : : : ; Pkr and computes the spaces
Hl =L((2t + g)Q − Pi1 − · · · − Pil). The Pij are chosen to reduce the dimension of
a certain linear space by 2. At the end of the algorithm we have a set of locators.
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Furthermore, if we interpret the syndrome as a di;erential, the product of the syndrome
and a locator can be used to calculate the error values.
Another approach to error evaluation is to compute for each error position P some
function P which does not vanish at P but does vanish at the other error positions. The
error values are then Se(P)=P(P) where Se(P) is the syndrome of the function P .
Leonard [11] o;ers a number of ways to construct the P and in [12] gives an e*cient
algorithm for computing them from the error locator ideal. For plane curves, Koetter
et al. [5] also seek functions P vanishing at all error positions except P=(a; b).
In the case of a Hermitian curve, de<ned by H (x; y), they show how to compute a
simple expression for P that involves the product of the error locator function with
H (x − a; y)=(y − b). In [10], the P are used to show that an error evaluator function
can be computed directly from the error locator and the syndrome array.
Elements of each of these approaches will be found in this article. Since we restrict
to the case of one-point codes we can assign to each error vector a uniquely de-
<ned di;erential (modulo a certain space of di;erentials). This eliminates the need to
introduce auxiliary divisors and other complex aspects involved in the implementation
of the Porter=Shen and Ehrhard algorithms. In the case of Hermitian curves we obtain
the same error evaluator as Koetter et al. An important di;erence in the description
here is that we express all of the mathematics in terms of the function <eld of the
curve rather than a polynomial ring. This simpli<es the expression of the key equation
and the error evaluator. It also shows that error evaluator polynomials may be com-
puted along with error locator polynomials in the usual iterative algorithm. In fact, the
e*cient implementation in [9] may be slightly changed to compute error evaluators.
Section 2 summarizes notation and basic results about one-point codes. Section 3
shows that the syndrome map Se may be thought of as a di;erential !e which acts on
R by taking residues at the one-point Q, Se(f)=− resQ(f!e). Section 4 treats several
examples, in particular the Hermitian curve and the Klein quartic. Section 5 de<nes
the key equation while Section 7 shows how to de<ne approximate solutions to the
key equation and connects the approach here with Sakata’s algorithm. Section 6 shows
the existence of functions {zu ∈K} and di;erentials {)v ∈} which are dual relative
to resQ. Then we show that there is a unique !e which can be expressed as a series in
the )v with coe*cients Se(zv) where v ranges over the set of nongaps at the one-point
Q. In addition, for any f∈R, the product f!e, when expressed as a series in the )v,
has coe*cients which are syndromes of either multiples of f, or approximations of
multiples of f (Proposition 6.9). This rather technical result is just what is needed to
make an e*cient Sakata-type algorithm which will compute error evaluators as well
as locators. Section 8 presents this algorithm.
2. Preliminaries
This section summarizes notation that will be used throughout this article. The book
of Stichtenoth [22] and the article of Hoholdt et al. [6] are good references for the
results summarized here and in later sections.
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Let K be a function <eld of transcendence degree one over a perfect <eld k. We
assume that k is algebraically closed in K . Let C be the smooth curve over k de<ned
by K and let g be its genus. Let Q be a rational point of C, and let R be the ring
of functions on C \ Q. Take P1; P2; : : : ; Pn to be distinct rational points on C, each
di;erent from Q, and let D=P1 + P2 + · · ·+ Pn. We de<ne the evaluation map ev as
follows:
ev :R → kn
f → (f(P1); f(P2); : : : ; f(Pn)):
Let L(mQ) be the space of functions on C having poles only at Q and of order at
most m there. Each L(mQ) contains L((m − 1)Q), and is either equal to it, when we
say m is a gap, or of dimension one larger, when m is a nongap. The union of the
L(mQ) is the ring R,
R=
∞⋃
m=0
L(mQ):
Let + be the set of nongaps, also called the Weierstrass semigroup at Q. We consider
the family of codes CL(D;mQ)= ev(L(mQ)), for m∈+, used as parity check codes.
The dual codes, C(D;mQ), are used for encoding.
Let e be a vector in kn indexed by the Pk . The weight of e; wt e, is the number of
nonzero coordinates of e. The syndrome map associated to e is
Se :R → k (1)
f →
n∑
k=1
ekf(Pk): (2)
For each point P of C, rational or not, there is a valuation map ,P :K \ {0} → Z.
For the point Q we will also use the pole order function, o(f)= − ,Q(f) for f∈R.
When there is no danger of ambiguity we will use ,k for the valuation of K centered
at Pk and resk for the residue of a di;erential at Pk .
3. The syndrome dierential
In this section we will prove the main results that allow us to de<ne the key equation
and error-evaluator di;erentials (or polynomials). The main result, Theorem 3.3, says
that given a vector e, there exists a di;erential !e such that
Se(f)=− resQ f!e: (3)
Furthermore, !e is unique modulo di;erentials that have poles only at Q. If (2g−2)Q
is a canonical divisor, then we can write everything in terms of functions. Let !0 have
divisor (2g− 2)Q. Then there is an he such that
Se(f)=− resQ fhe!0 (4)
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and he is unique modulo R. The <nal result of the section is that !e (or he) can be
used for error evaluation.
We start this section with a review of di;erentials, see [22]. The module of dif-
ferentials  of K over k is a one-dimensional vector space over K . There is a map
d :K →  linear over k and satisfying the product rule d(fg)= fdg + gdf . For each
di;erential !, there is a divisor (!) which is nonzero at a <nite number of points and
has degree 2g − 2. Let (D)= {!: (!)¿D}. The Riemann–Roch theorem says that
dim L(D)−dim(D)= degD−g+1. For any rational point Q there is a k-linear map
resQ :K → k. When k is algebraically closed, the sum of the residues of a di;erential
at all points of the curve is zero,
∑
Q∈C resQ !=0. When k is not algebraically closed
and ! has poles only at rational points the sum of the residues at the rational points
is zero.
The following easy consequence of the Riemann–Roch theorem will be
useful.
Proposition 3.1. Let C be a smooth curve over a perfect 3eld k and let Q and
P be distinct rational points on C. Then there exists a di6erential !P such that
,P(!P)= ,Q(!P)= − 1; resP(!P)= − resQ(!P)= 1 and !P has no other
poles.
Proof. From the Riemann–Roch theorem we have dim(0)= g, dim(−P)=
dim(−Q)= g and dim(−P − Q)= g + 1. Thus there is a di;erential which has
poles at both P and Q and nowhere else. Since the sum of the residues is zero, the
residue at P and Q must have opposite signs. Multiplying by an element of k, we can
adjust so that the residue is 1 at P and −1 at Q.
Lemma 3.2. Let f∈R and let !P be as in the proposition. Then resQ f!P =−f(P).
Proof. Write f= a0 + a1t + a2t2 + · · · where t is a uniformizing parameter at P and
ai ∈ k. Since !P has a pole of order one at P and residue 1; !P =(1 + b1t + b2t2 +
· · ·)dt=t with bi ∈ k. Thus f!P =(a0+(a1+a0b1)t+· · ·)dt=t and resP f!P =f(P). Since
f!P has poles only at P and Q, the sum of residues theorem says that resQ f!P =−
f(P).
Theorem 3.3. Let C be a smooth curve over a perfect 3eld k with function 3eld K
and module of di6erentials . Let Q; P1; : : : ; Pn be distinct rational points of C and
let Se be the syndrome map de3ned by e∈ kn. Then there exists an !e ∈ such that
for all f∈R;
Se(f)=− resQ f!e: (5)
If !′e is any other di6erential satisfying the same property then !e − !′e has poles
only at Q.
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Proof. Let !k be such that ,k(!k)= ,Q(!k)=−1, resk !k =− resQ !k =1 and !k has
no other poles, as in Proposition 3.1. Let !e =
∑n
k=1 ek!k . Then
resQ f!e =
n∑
k=1
ek resQ f!k
=−
n∑
k=1
ekf(Pk)
=−Se(f):
Suppose now that !′e also satis<es the proposition. Then resQ f(!e−!′e)= 0 for all
f∈R. The following lemma shows that !e − !′e has poles only at Q.
Lemma 3.4. Let / be any nonzero di6erential having a pole at some point P distinct
from Q. Then there exists an f∈R such that resQ f/ =0.
Proof. Let P;Q1; Q2; : : : ; Qt be the poles of / distinct from Q. By the strong approxi-
mation theorem [22, I.6.4] there exists an f∈K such that
,Qi(f)=− ,Qi(/) for 16 i6 t;
,P(f)=− ,P(/)− 1 and
,T (f)¿ 0 for all T =Q and T =P;Q1; : : : ; Qt :
Since f has no poles except at Q, f∈R. Furthermore, ,T (f/)¿ 0 for all T =P;Q,
and ,P(f/)= − 1. Thus resP f/ =0. Since the only other pole of f/ is at Q, the
residue theorem gives resP f/+ resQ f/=0. Thus resQ f/ =0.
Corollary 3.5. Suppose that (2g− 2)Q is a canonical divisor; and let !0 have divisor
(2g− 2)Q. Then there exists an he ∈K such that
Se(f)=− resQ fhe!0:
If h′e ∈K also satis3es this property then he − h′e ∈R.
Proof. Let !e satisfy (5) in the theorem. Clearly he =!e=!0 satis<es the statement of
the corollary. Furthermore if h′e satis<es (3:5), then h
′
e!0 satis<es (5) and !e − h′e!0
has poles only at Q. Dividing by !0, he − h′e has poles only at Q, so it is in R.
The <nal result of this section is that a function f∈R vanishing at a point of De and
its product with !e (or he) can be used for error evaluation. This has been observed
by many authors [1,2,5,8,12,21].
Proposition 3.6. Let C be a smooth curve over a perfect 3eld k. Let Q and
P1; : : : ; Pn be distinct rational points on C, let e=(e1; : : : ; en)∈ kn and let !e satisfy
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Theorem 3:3. Suppose that f has a zero of multiplicity one at Pk . Then
f!e
df
(Pk)= ek :
Proof. Suppose <rst that !e =
∑
ej!j where !j has simple poles at Pj and Q and
no other poles and resPj !j =1. Let t be a uniformizing parameter at Pk . Since !k is
the only term in !e which has a pole at Pk; !e has a simple pole at Pk with residue
ek . Thus !e =(ek + b1t+ b2t2 + · · ·)dt=t for some bi ∈ k. Since f has a simple zero at
Pk; f= a1t + a2t2 + · · · and df=(a1 + 2a2t + · · ·)dt with a1 =0. Then
f!e
df
=
(a1t + a2t2 + · · ·)(ek + b1t + b2t2 + · · ·)dt=t
(a1 + 2a2t + · · ·)dt
=
(a1 + a2t + · · ·)(ek + b1t + b2t2 + · · ·)
(a1 + 2a2t + · · ·) :
Evaluating at Pk (where t(Pk)= 0) gives the result.
Now let !′e be any other di;erential satisfying Theorem 3.3. Then ,k(!
′
e−!e)¿0
while ,k(f)=1, so (f(!′e−!e)=df)(Pk)=0. Therefore (f!′e=df)(Pk)=(f!e=df)
(Pk)=ek .
Corollary 3.7. Suppose that (2g− 2)Q is a canonical divisor; and let !0 have divisor
(2g − 2)Q. If he satis3es Corollary 3:5; and f has a zero of multiplicity one at Pk;
then
ek =
fhe(Pk)
f′(Pk)
;
where f′ is such that df=f′!0.
4. Examples
If P is a rational point on a curve we let SP be the syndrome map corresponding
to an error vector which has a single error at the position P and error value 1. So SP
takes f∈R to f(P).
Example 4.1. Let Q be a point on the projective line P1 and let k[x] be the ring of
functions on P1 \ Q. Let P be the rational point with coordinate a∈ k, so x−a is a
uniformizing parameter at P. Since dx=(x − a) has poles only at P and Q and residue
1 at P, it may be taken to be !P . Thus SP(f)= resP(f(dx)=(x− a))=− resQ(f(dx)=
(x−a))=f(a) for f∈k[x]. Since −2Q is a canonical divisor and (dx)=−2Q, we de<ne
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hP by !P = hPdx. Thus
hP =
1
x − a
=
1
x
1
(1− xa)
:
Expanding as a power series in 1=x,
hP =
1
x
(
1 +
a
x
+
a2
x2
+
a3
x3
+ · · ·
)
:
If he is the function associated to a vector e which is nonzero at the points P1; : : : ; Pt
with coordinates a1; : : : ; at then
he =
t∑
k=1
ek
x − ak : (6)
Rewriting using the power series expansion
he =
1
x
t∑
k=1
ek
∞∑
i=0
aik
xi
=
1
x
∞∑
i=0
1
xi
t∑
k=1
ekaik
=
1
x
∞∑
i=0
si
xi
; (7)
where si = Se(xi)=
∑t
k=1 eka
i
k are the usual syndrome values.
Example 4.2. Let C be a smooth curve in the projective plane over a perfect <eld k.
Suppose that C meets some line in a unique point Q. We coordinatize the plane so
that the line is L∞ and Q is the intersection of L∞ with the y-axis. Let f(x; y) be
the equation of C in the a*ne plane and let fx and fy be the derivatives of f with
respect to x and y. Since fxdx + fydy=0, we may set !0 = dx=fy =− dy=fx. Since
C is smooth, fx and fy have no common zeros with C. Thus for any point P =Q
de<ned over the algebraic closure of k, either fx(P) =0 or fy(P) =0. Consequently,
,P(!0)¿ 0. On the other hand, since at least one of x − x(P) or y − y(P) is a
uniformizing parameter at P, either dx or dy has valuation 0 at P so ,P(!0)6 0. Thus
!0 is supported only at Q, (!0)= (2g− 2)Q.
Let P be a rational point of C with coordinates (a; b). Then we have SP : k[x; y]=
f(x; y)→ k such that SP(g)= g(P). This time we cannot use dx=(x−a) for !P because
it has other poles besides P. I claim
hP =
f(a; y)
(y − b)(x − a)
has a simple pole at P, a pole of order 2g− 1 at Q and no other poles, so !P is some
constant multiple of hP!0.
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For any point P′=(a; b′) on the intersection of C with the line x= a; y − b′ is a
root of f(a; y) of multiplicity ,P′(x− a). If P′ =P, then ,P′(y− b)= 0, and therefore
,P′(hP)¿ 0. At P,
,P(hP) = ,P(f(a; y))− ,P(y − b)− ,P(x − a)
= (,P(y − b))(,P(x − a))− ,P(y − b)− ,P(x − a)
= (,P(y − b)− 1)(,P(x − a)− 1)− 1:
Since C is smooth, one of x − a or y − b has valuation 1. So ,P(hP)=− 1. Thus hP
has a simple pole at P, and no other poles except perhaps at Q. We now analyze the
behavior at Q. Let f have degree d. Since C meets L∞ only at Q, the degree d part
of f is xd and L∞ meets C with multiplicity d at Q. Thus ,Q(y− b)=− d and since
x − a passes through Q, ,Q(x − a)= − d + 1. We assumed C is smooth at Q, so f
has a nonzero term in yd−1. Thus degf(a; y)=d − 1 and ,Q(f(a; y))= − d(d − 1).
Finally, ,Q(hP)=− (d− 1)d+ d+ (d− 1)=− (d2 − 3d+ 1)=− (2g− 1), so hP has
a pole of order 2g− 1 at Q.
This analysis also works in the case when C is singular only at Q, provided the
desingularization C˜ has a unique rational point Q˜ above Q. Suppose that ,Q˜(x)=− k
and ,Q˜(y)=− d with k ¡d. Then f has nonzero terms in xd and yk and other terms
with lower pole order. Thus degf=d, degf(a; y)= k and g(C˜)= (d − 1)(k − 1)=2.
Now, ,Q˜(hP)=− kd+ d+ k =− (2gC˜ − 1).
Example 4.3. Let C be the Hermitian curve in the plane over Fq2 de<ned by f(x; y)
= xq+1 − yq − y=0 and let Q be the point at in<nity. This is a special case of the
previous example, and we have fy =1 so !0 = dx. Let P have coordinates (a; b).
Applying the previous example, we have
hP =
aq − y − yq
(x − a)(y − b)
=
xq+1 − aq+1
(x − a)(y − b) :
Expanding as a power series in 1=x and 1=y,
hP =
xq
y
(
1 +
a
x
+
a2
x2
+ · · ·+ a
q
xq
)(
1 +
b
y
+
b2
y2
+
b3
y3
+ · · ·
)
=
xq
y
q∑
i=0
∞∑
j=0
aibj
xiy j
:
If Se is the syndrome map associated to a vector e which is nonzero at the points
P1; : : : ; Pt with coordinates (ak ; bk), then
he =
xq
y
t∑
k=1
ek
q∑
i=0
∞∑
j=0
aikb
j
k
xiy j
(8)
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=
xq
y
q∑
i=0
∞∑
j=0
1
xiy j
t∑
k=1
ekaikb
j
k
=
xq
y
q∑
i=0
∞∑
j=0
sij
xiy j
; (9)
where the sij are the usual syndrome values for xiy j with 06 i6 q and 06 j:
sij = Se(xiy j)=
t∑
k=1
ekaikb
j
k :
Example 4.4. Let C be the Klein quartic de<ned by X 3Y+Y 3Z+Z3X in the projective
plane over a perfect <eld k. We assume char k =7 since the curve is not smooth in
that case. There are two points on the line Z =0, Q= [0 : 1 : 0] and P= [1 : 0 : 0]. Let
O= [0 : 0 : 1]. Then the lines determined by X; Y and Z cut out the following divisors,
(X )= 3O + Q; (Y )= 3P + O and (Z)= 3Q + P. Consider now the a*ne plane with
x=X=Z , and y=Y=Z and where f= x3y+y3 +x is the polynomial de<ning the curve.
One can check that (x)= 3O − 2Q − P, (y)= 2P + O − 3Q, (xy)= 4O + P − 5Q
and x2y=7O − 7Q. Let R be the ring of functions with poles only at Q. Then R is
generated by y; xy and x2y and the nongap sequence + is generated by 3; 5; 7.
Di;erentiating the equation for the curve, f=0, we get −(3x2y + 1)dx=(3y2 +
x3)dy. Set !0 =− dx=(3y2 + x3)= dy=(3x2y+1). As in Example 4.2, !0 is supported
on the points on Z =0, that is P and Q. In fact, (!0)= 3Q + P.
One can verify that !P = x2!0 has simple poles at P and Q and no other poles and
that its residue at P is 1. Let T be a rational point of C with coordinates (a; b). The
function g=f(x; b)=(x − a)(y − b) has a simple pole at T , and a pole of order 4 at
Q, but it also has a pole of order 2 at P. Thus g!0 has simple poles at T; Q and also
P. If we adjust by adding x2!0, the pole at P vanishes. Thus we set
!T =
f(x; b)
(x − a)(y − b)!0 + x
2!P
=
bx2 + abx + ab + 1
y − b !0 +
yx2 − bx2
y − b !0
=
!0
y
(
1
1− b=y
)(
yx2 + 1 + abx + a2b
)
:
We now rewrite this as a sum of three in<nite sums.
!T =!0(yx2 + 1)
∞∑
j=0
bj
y j+1
+ x!0
∞∑
j=0
abj+1
yj+1
+ !0
∞∑
j=0
a2bj+1
yj+1
: (10)
The numerators in the in<nite sums are just the functions y j; xy j+1 and x2yj+1
evaluated at the point T . We can express !P in this form as well. All of these functions
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vanish at P except y0(P)= 1 and x2y(P)=− 1. Then (10) becomes
!P =!0
(
x2 +
1
y
)
+ !0
−1
y
= x2!0:
For an arbitrary error vector e we have
!e =!0(yx2 + 1)
∞∑
j=0
Se(yj)
yj+1
+ x!0
∞∑
j=0
Se(xy j+1)
yj+1
+ !0
∞∑
j=0
Se(x2yj+1)
yj+1
: (11)
This expression is the analogue of (7) for Reed–Solomon codes and is the application
of the formula (25) in Section 6 to the Klein quartic.
5. The key equation
In this section we generalize the notion of the key equation for BCH codes to
one-point codes.
We de<ne
(−∞Q)= {!∈: ,P(!)¿ 0 for all P ∈C \ Q}:
Notice that (−∞Q)=⋃∞m=1 (−mQ) is the analogue for di;erentials of the ring R.
For the error vector e∈ kn, we de<ne the error divisor De to be the sum of all points
Pk such that ek =0 and the error locator ideal Ie to be the ideal of locator functions,
those elements in R vanishing on De. We will continue to use Se for the syndrome
map, !e for the associated di;erential, and he for the associated function in the case
when (2g−2)Q is canonical. By Theorem 3.3 and its corollary, !e is uniquely de<ned
modulo (−∞Q) and he is uniquely de<ned modulo R.
Theorem 5.1. Let Ie ⊂ R be the ideal of functions vanishing on all Pk such that ek =0
and let f∈R. The following are equivalent:
(1) f∈ Ie;
(2) f!e ∈(−∞Q);
(3) fhe ∈R; in the case when (2g− 2)Q is canonical.
Proof. Recall that !e =
∑n
k=1 ek!k and that each !k has poles at only Pk and Q and
those of order one. If f vanishes at all Pk such that ek =0 then f!e has no poles
except perhaps at Q, so f!e ∈(−∞Q). Conversely, if f does not vanish at some
Pk such that ek =0 then f!k has a pole at Pk . Since the other f!j have nonnegative
valuation at Pk , f!e will have a pole at Pk . Thus f∈ Ie if and only if f!e ∈(−∞Q).
The equivalence of the last two items is immediate since !e = he!0 where (!0)=(2g−
2)Q.
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De'nition 5.2. We will say that f∈R and ∈(−∞Q) satisfy the key equation if
f!e =. We say that f∈R and ∈(−∞Q) satisfy the mth approximation to the
key equation (or the mth key equation for short) if ,Q(f!e − )¿m.
Similarly, if (2g − 2)Q is a canonical divisor, we say that f; ∈R satisfy the
key equation if fhe =. They satisfy the mth approximation to the key equation if
,Q(fhe − )¿m− 2g+ 2.
If f∈R and ∈(−∞Q) satisfy the mth key equation, and (!0)= (2g−2)Q, then
f and =!0 ∈R also satisfy the mth key equation since ,Q(f!e=!0−=!0)¿m−2g+2.
6. A useful expansion
In this section we show the existence of bases for R and for (−∞Q) that have
useful computational properties and that allow us to work with a uniquely de<ned !e.
Let +c =Z \ +. The following lemma is easily proved using the fact that + is a
monoid.
Lemma 6.1. Let 8 be the smallest positive integer in +. For i=0; : : : ; 8− 1; let 9i be
the smallest integer in + such that 9i ≡ imod 8. Then for each i=0; : : : ; 8 − 1, the
largest integer in +c congruent to imod 8 is 9i − 8.
The next lemma shows that the set of valuations of elements of (−∞Q) is related
to the nongap sequence +.
Lemma 6.2. An integer m is a gap at Q if and only if there exists a di6erential !
such that ,Q(!)=m− 1 and !∈(−∞Q). Thus +c = {,Q(!) + 1: !∈(−∞Q)}.
Proof. Let i(mQ)= dim(mQ). From the Riemann–Roch theorem,
l((m− 1)Q)=m− g+ i((m− 1)Q)
l(mQ)=m+ 1− g+ i(mQ)
so taking the di;erence
l((m− 1)Q)− l(mQ)= i((m− 1)Q)− i(mQ)− 1:
If there is a di;erential ! with valuation m − 1 at Q, then !∈((m − 1)Q) but
! ∈ (mQ). Then i((m − 1)Q)= i(mQ) + 1, so m is a gap. Conversely, if no such
di;erential exists, then i((m − 1)Q)= i(mQ) so l(mQ)= l((m − 1)Q) + 1 and m is a
nongap.
We come now to the main result.
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Theorem 6.3. Let C be a smooth curve over a perfect 3eld k; let K and  be the
3eld of functions and the space of di6erentials of C. Let Q be a rational point of
C and let t be a uniformizing parameter at Q. There exist sets {zu ∈K : u∈Z} and
{)v ∈: v∈Z} such that
,Q(zu)=− u; (12)
,Q()v)= v− 1; (13)
,Q(zu − t−u)¿− u; (14)
,Q()v − tv−1dt)¿v− 1 (15)
and for u∈+ and v∈+c;
zu ∈R; (16)
)v ∈(−∞Q) (17)
and such that for any u;∈Z;
resQ zu)v =
{
1 if v= u;
0 otherwise:
(18)
Furthermore any f∈K and !∈ may be uniquely expressed as series in the zu and )v.
f=
∑
u6−,Q(f)
auzu; (19)
!=
∑
v¿,Q(!)+1
tv)v (20)
with au; tv ∈ k.
Proof. Suppose that we have zi satisfying (12). The series expansion (19) for f is
obtained in a similar manner to the power series for f with respect to a uniformizing
parameter at Q. Let s=− ,Q(f) and let as be such that ,Q(f− aszs)¿s. Then de<ne
inductively au for u¡s by ,Q(f−
∑s
i=u+1 aizi−auzu)¿−u. The series is a well-de<ned
element of the completion of K with respect to ,Q and it is clearly uniquely de<ned
and equal to f. A similar argument shows that any ! may be expressed as in (20)
given {)v} satisfying (13).
Let 8 and 9i be as in Lemma 6.1. Let z8 ∈R have pole order 8. By multiplying
by a constant we may also assume that ,Q(z8 − t−8)¿ − 8. I claim that for each
i=0; : : : ; 8 − 1 there are z9i ∈R and )9i−8 ∈(−∞Q) satisfying (12), (13), (14) and
(15) such that
resQ z9i )9j−8z
−r =
{
1 if i= j and r=1;
0 otherwise:
(21)
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Suppose this is true. For any other u∈Z write u= 9i + k8 and de<ne
zu = z9i z
k
8 :
Then ,Q(zu)=− 9i − k8=− u and one easily veri<es that (14) holds. Furthermore, if
u∈+ then k¿ 0 so zu ∈R. For any v∈Z, write v= 9j + l8 and de<ne
)v = )9j−8z
−l−1
8 :
Then ,Q()v)= 9j − 8 − 1 + (l + 1)8= v − 1 and (15) holds. Furthermore if v∈+c
then l¡ 0 so −l− 1¿ 0 and therefore )v ∈(−∞Q). Thus, assuming (21), we have
constructed zu and )v for all u; v∈Z satisfying (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), (17) and
(19), (20).
Now we have
resQ zu)v = resQ z9i )9j−8 z
k−l−1
8
=
{
1 if i= j and k = l;
0 otherwise:
But if i= j and k = l then v= u, so this establishes (18). This completes the proof of
the theorem, contingent on establishing (21).
For each j=0; : : : ; 8− 1, there exist )9j−8 ∈(−∞Q) with valuation 9j − 8− 1 by
Lemma 6.2, and they can be chosen to satisfy (15). Let y9i ∈R of pole order 9i be
arbitrary. If r6 0 then y9i )9j−8z
−r
8 ∈(−∞Q). This must have residue 0 at Q since
it has at most one pole and the sum of the residues is 0. On the other hand, if
r ¿ 1 + (9i − 9j)=8 (22)
then
,Q(y9i )9j−8z
−r
8 ) = −9i + 9j − 8− 1 + r 8
¿−1
and again the residue at Q is 0. Thus for each i; j there are only a <nite number of
conditions represented by (21). In particular, if 9i ¡9j then r ¿ 0 implies (22) so for
all r, resQ y9i )9j−8z
−r
8 =0.
Let 0= <0 ¡<1 ¡ · · ·¡<8−1 be a rearrangement of the 9i in increasing order. We
now construct inductively z<i satisfying (21) for all values of j and r. The preceding
paragraph shows that z0 = 1 already satis<es (21) for all )<j−8 and r. For i=1; : : : ; 8−1,
we do the following. For j=0; : : : ; i− 1, let Mj =1+ (<i − <j)=8. For r=1; : : : ; Mj,
let
>jr = resQ y<i )<j−8z
−r
8 :
Then set
xi =
i−1∑
j=0
Mj∑
r=1
>jrz<j z
r−1
8 :
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By the induction hypothesis, for j¡ i, z<j satis<es (21). Thus for j; r in the ranges
above
resQ xi)<j−8z
−r
8 = >jr
and for either j or r outside of that range the residue is 0. Finally, >= resQ y<i )<i−8z
−1
8
must be nonzero since y<i)<i−8z
−1
8 has a pole of order 1 at Q. Therefore, we de<ne
z<i = >
−1(y<i − xi), and this satis<es (21).
Recall that for a vector e, !e in Theorem 3.3 was only uniquely de<ned modulo
(−∞Q). With respect to the )v, of the previous theorem we may now de<ne a unique
di;erential !e.
Proposition 6.4. Let !P =−
∑
u∈+ zu(P))u. Then !P has poles only at P and Q and
these are of order one. Furthermore resP !P =− resQ !P =1.
Proof. Let g∈R and write g=∑v∈+ gvzv. Then
resQ g!P =−resQ
(∑
v∈+
gvzv
)(∑
u∈+
zu(P))u
)
=−
∑
v∈+
∑
u∈+
gvzu(P) resQ(zv)u)
=−
∑
v∈+
gvzv(P)
=−g(P)
In particular resQ(!P)=− 1.
Now suppose that !′P is any di;erential having poles only at P and Q, that these
are simple poles and that resP !′P =− resQ !′P =1. Then resQ g!′P =− g(P) by Lemma
3.2. Thus for any g∈R, resQ g(!P − !′P)= 0. By Lemma 3.4, !P − !′P has no poles
away from Q. We conclude that !P , like !′P must have a simple pole at P. Since
,Q()0)=− 1 it also has a simple pole at Q.
Henceforth, we de<ne for k =1; : : : ; n
!k =−
∑
u∈+
zu(Pk))u (23)
and for an error vector e,
!e =
∑
k
ek!k
=−
∑
u∈+
su)u; (24)
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where
su =
∑
k
ekzu(Pk) (25)
= Se(zu) (26)
=− resQ(zu!e): (27)
In the particular case where the zu and )u are chosen as in the proof of the theorem
we may write
!e =−
8−1∑
i=0
∞∑
j=0
Se(z9i z
j
8 ))9i−8z
−j−1
8
=−
8−1∑
i=0
)9i−8
∞∑
j=0
Se(z9i z
j
8 )
z j+18
: (28)
There are many choices of bases {zu} and {)v} satisfying the theorem. For example
consider P1 and let R= k[x]. Then one may take, for any a∈ k, zu =(x − a)u and
)u =− (x − a)−u−1dx.
Example 6.5. Consider the Klein quartic of Example 4.4. The smallest positive nongap
is 8=3 and since + is generated by 3; 5; 7, we have 90 = 0, 91 = 7 and 92 = 5. Let
z3 =y, and z0 = 1; z5 = xy; z7 = x2y and—for 9i − 8—let )4 = − !0; )2 = − x!0 and
)−3 = − (x2y + 1)!0. Let us <rst check that resQ z9i )9i−3z−13 = 1 for i=0; 1; 2. For
i=1; 2 this simpli<es to resQ− x2!0 which has residue −1 at P and 1 at Q. For i=0,
z0)−3z−13 =−(x2y + 1)!0=y
=− x
2y + 1
3x2y + 1
dy
y
:
Since y is a uniformizing parameter at O the residue at O is −1. One can check that
this di;erential has poles only at O and Q, so the residue at Q is 1.
It remains to verify (21) for i = j. From (22) we need only check that
z9i )9j−3z
−r
3 = 0
for i = j and 16 r6 (9i − 9j)=8. That is, for z5; )−3, and r=1; 2, for z7; )−3 and
r=1; 2; 3, and for z7; )2 and r=1.
We <nd that z5)−3z−13 =y
3!0, and z5)−3z−23 =y
2!0 both of which are in (−∞Q)
and therefore have residue 0 at Q. Similarly z7)−3z−33 = x!0 ∈(−∞Q). Therefore
z7)−3z−33 , z7)−3z
−2
3 , and z7)−3z
−1
3 have residue 0 at Q. Finally, z7)2z
−1
3 =−x3!0 = (y2+
x=y)!0. Since y2!0 ∈(−∞Q) and ,Q((x=y)!0)¿ 0, both have residue 0 at Q. Con-
sequently, z7)2z−13 does also.
The formula for !e in Example 4.4 is now seen to be in the form of (28).
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Example 6.6. Consider again the Hermitian curve of Example 4.3. For any u∈Z write
u= iq+ j(q+1) with 06 i6 q. Let zu = xiy j and let )u =− xq−iy−1−jdx. It is shown
in [16] that zu and )u satisfy the theorem. The expansion of he in Example 4.3 is now
seen to be in the form (24).
This choice of zu and )v does not comply with the construction in the proof of
the theorem. The minimal positive nongap is q and the construction allowed division
by zq = x not zq+1 =y. An alternative would be as follows. For 06 i¡q, we have
9i = i(q+ 1). Set z9i =y
i. For j =0, set )9i−q =− yq−1−jdx and for j=0 set )−q =−
(yq−1 + 1)dx. I claim that these satisfy (21).
For i= j=0; 90 = 0 and
z0)−qz−1q =−((yq−1 + 1)=x)dx
=−(xq=y)dx:
This has poles at the origin and Q with residue −1 at the origin. So the residue is
1 at Q. For i= j =0; z9i )9i−qz−1q = − (yq−1=x)dx which di;ers from −(xq=y)dx by
−(y=x)dx. The latter has positive valuation at Q. Thus resQ z9i )9i−qz−1q =1.
By (22) we must check that resQ z9i )9j−qz
−r
q =0 for i¿ j and r=1; : : : ; i − j + 1.
For j =0,
z9i )9j−qz
−r
q =−yq−1+i−jx−rdx
=−x
q+1 − y
yq
yq−1+i−jx−rdx
=−xq+1−ryi−j−1dx + yi−jx−rdx:
Since i¿ j and r6 q, the <rst term is in (−∞Q) and therefore has residue 0 at Q.
The second term has valuation
−(i − j)(q+ 1) + rq+ q2 − q− 2¿−(q− 2)(q+ 1) + rq+ q2 − q− 2
= rq
and therefore has positive valuation and residue 0 at Q. Finally for j=0 and i¿ j,
z9i )−qz
−r
q =−yi(yq−1 + 1)x−rdx
=−yi−1xq+1−rdx
which is in (−∞Q).
Dividing out by dx we can write he in the form of (28).
he =

q−1∑
j=0
(yq−1−j + ?(j))

 ∞∑
i=0
Se(xiy j)
xi+1
;
where ?(j)= 1 for j=1 and ?(j)= 0 otherwise.
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Remark 6.7. As in the previous example, let x= z8. It is worth noting that
{z90 ; z91 ; : : : ; z98−1} forms a basis for R as a free module over k[x] and a basis for
K as a vector space over k(x). Similarly, {)90 ; )91 ; : : : ; )98−1} forms a basis for (∞Q)
as a free module over k[x] and a basis for  as a vector space over k(x). There is
a decoding algorithm due to Koetter [9] that uses this structure. It treats R and Ie as
free modules over k[x] and computes a basis for Ie. The algorithm is particularly well
suited to hardware implementation. Only multiplication by x is necessary (never by
the z9i) and multiplying an f∈R by x just involves shifting coe*cients since x times
any zu is just zu+8. Koetter’s algorithm is easily modi<ed to also compute the error
evaluators in terms of the )v.
De'nition 6.8. Let f∈K and write f=∑u∈Z auzu. W call ∑u∈+ auzu the R-part of
f. We say that f has leading coe*cient ao(F).
The term R-part is somewhat of a misnomer since it depends on the choice of {zu}
not just on R, but this should not cause any confusion.
Proposition 6.9. Let !e be as in (24). For f∈R; let tv ∈ k be such that
f!e =
∑
v∈Z
tv)v: (29)
Then tv =− Se(f˜) where f˜ is the R-part of fzv.
Proof. Write fzv =
∑
u∈Z buzu. Then f˜=
∑
u∈+ buzu and fzv =f˜+
∑
u∈+c buzu. From
(18), tv = resQ zv(f!e). But
resQ (fzv)!e = resQf˜!e + resQ
∑
u∈+c
buzu!e:
Since the non-zero terms in !e are indexed by nongaps, the second term is zero. Thus
tv = resQf˜!e
=−Se(f˜):
We will sometimes write the series expansion in (19) and (20) as sums over Z
or even without limits (implicitly summing over Z) with the understanding that for
either u¿ − ,Q(f) (in the case of f∈K) or u6 ,Q(!) (in the case of !∈) the
coe*cients are zero.
7. Approximate solutions of the key equation
We now review terminology and basic results used in de<ning the decoding algo-
rithm. The algorithm is based on Sakata’s algorithm [18]. The adaptation to curves
appears in [7]. The discussion here is based on the approach in [14], see also [6].
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For f∈R \ Ie, let
spanf=min{c: Se(fg) =0 for some g∈L(cQ)};
failf= o(f) + spanf:
For f∈ Ie we take spanf and failf to be in<nity.
Proposition 7.1. Let f∈R. Then spanf¿r if and only if there exists a ∈(−∞Q)
such that f;  satisfy the rth key equation.
Proof. Suppose <rst that f; satisfy the rth key equation. Then ,Q(f!e − )¿ r,
so for any g∈L(rQ); ,Q(fg!e − g)¿ 0 and therefore resQ(fg!e − g)= 0. Since
g∈(−∞Q), resQ g=0. Thus we have Se(fg)= resQ fg!e =0 and spanf¿r.
Conversely, suppose that spanf¿r. Let {zu} and {)u} satisfy Theorem 6.3 and
write f!e =
∑
tv)v. For each u∈+ and u6 r; tu = resQ (zuf!e)=− Se(zuf)= 0. Let
=
∑
v6r tv)v. Then ∈(−∞Q) because the only nonzero terms occur when v∈+c.
Now ,Q(f!e − )¿ r, so f; satisfy the rth key equation.
Although we proved the proposition using particular functions and di;erentials sat-
isfying Theorem 6.3, the result is independent of that choice.
With respect to the error vector e we de<ne
@= {s∈+: ∃f∈ Ie with o(f)= s};
A= {c∈+: ∃g∈R \ Ie with span g= c}:
Since Ie is an ideal of R; @ is closed under addition by elements of +. Furthermore, A
is closed under subtraction by elements of +, provided that the di;erence is a nongap.
An important result is that @ and A partition +.
For any subset A of + we de<ne
min A= {a∈A: ∀9∈+ \ {0}; a− 9 ∈ A};
maxA= {a∈A: ∀9∈+ \ {0}; a+ 9 ∈ A}:
Then we set
=min@;
?=maxA:
A set of polynomials {fs ∈ Ie: s∈ , and o(fs)= s} generates the ideal Ie. It will be
called a Gr>obner basis for Ie. Let smax be the largest integer in  and let cmax be the
largest integer in ?.
Remark 7.2. If f∈R satis<es failf¿o(f)+cmax then spanf¿cmax and this clearly
implies that f must be in Ie, that is, f is a locator.
We now show that if f is a locator and f; satisfy the (2g − 1)th approximation
to the key equation then f; satisfy the key equation. Since f is a locator, f!e has
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no poles away from Q. We also have ,Q(f!e−)¿ 2g−1, and therefore deg(f!e−
)¿ 2g− 1. Any non-zero di;erential has degree exactly 2g− 2, so this implies that
f!e − =0. Thus f; satisfy the key equation.
The idea of Sakata’s algorithm is to compute successive approximations of @ and
A and along with them functions f with increasing fail f. For each m∈Z let
@m = {s∈+: ∃f∈R with o(f)= s and fail f¿m};
Am = {c∈+: ∃g∈R with span g= c and fail g6m}:
Note that @m =+ for m¡ 0 and @m =@m−1 if m is a gap. As is the case with @ and
A, @m and Am partition +.
Proposition 7.3. @m =@ for m¿ 2cmax.
Proof. Let c∈A and let g∈R\ Ie have order c and span d. Then c∈Ac+d. Since each
of c and d is less than cmax; c∈A2cmax . The choice of c∈A was arbitrary, so A2cmax =A
and @2cmax =@.
De'nition 7.4. Let f∈R and let f!e =
∑
tv)v. For any p¡ span f we will call∑
v6p
tv)v
the pth approximation to f!e. We call tc where c=span f the discrepancy of f!e.
Let =
∑
v∈+c bv)v. The pth truncation of  is
T=
∑
v∈+c
v6p
bv)v: (30)
The following proposition is used in the updating procedure of KEY EQUATION.
Proposition 7.5. Let f∈R and let c=span f. Let  be the (c− 1)th approximation
of f!e and let > be the discrepancy of f!e. For v∈+; let zv be the (c − v −
1)th truncation of zv. If c − v is a gap; then span fzv ¿c − v and the (c − v)th
approximation of fzv!e is zv + >)c−v. If c − v is a nongap then span fzv = c − v
and the (c − v− 1)th approximation of fzv!e is zv while the discrepancy is >.
Proof. Since )c = tc−1dt modulo terms with higher valuation, we have ,Q(f!e − −
>tc−1dt)¿ c: Multiplying by zv,
,Q(fzv!e − zv − >tc−v−1dt)¿ c − v:
Since ∈(−∞Q) and v is a nongap, zv ∈(−∞Q) so we can write zv =
∑
u∈+c
bu)u. Although the terms in the expansion of  all have valuation at most c− 1, some
of the bu may be nonzero for u¿ c− v since it is not necessarily true that zv)u = )u−v.
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Let
zv =
∑
u∈+c
u6c−v
bu)u:
Then
,Q(fzv!e − zv − >tc−v−1dt)¿ c − v:
If c − v is a nongap then )c−v does not appear in the expansion of zv, so span
fzv = c − v; zv is the (c − v − 1)th approximation of f!e and > is the discrepancy.
If c − v is a gap, then span fzv ¿c − v and the (c − v)th approximation of fzv!e is
zv + >)c−v.
8. The decoding algorithm
In this section, I present the algorithm KEY EQUATION which amends the decoding
algorithm of [14] to compute error evaluators along with the iterative computation of
error locators.
Let the check code be de<ned by m?Q. KEY EQUATION has iterations from m=0
to M , with M generally larger than m?. Majority voting is used to compute the
unknown syndromes. Since majority voting is amply treated elsewhere [4,6,9,14,19]
the details are omitted. The choice of the last iteration M depends on several factors
and will be discussed at the end of this section.
Upon completion of the mth iteration, the algorithm stores sets of nongaps m and
?m. For each s∈ m it stores Fm(s)∈R and m(s)∈(−∞Q); considered valid at the
current iteration. For each c∈ ?m, it stores Gm(c)∈R and  m(c)∈(−∞Q); which
failed at a previous iteration. Upon completion of the algorithm, M =min@; FM ()
is a Gr>obner basis for Ie, and FM (s); m(s) solve the key equation. At any given error
location, Pk , there is at least one s such that FM (s) has multiplicity one at Pk , so ek
can be found from the formula in Proposition 3.6.
Each iteration has 4 steps. Step 1 tests the polynomials from the previous iteration,
Fm−1(s) for s∈ m−1, at the mth syndrome. If m− s is a nongap and Fm−1(s); m(s) is
no longer valid, m−s is stored temporarily in ?′. Majority voting for the mth syndrome
also occurs if m¿m?. Step 2 computes the new set ?m which contains the maximal
elements of ?m−1 ∪ ?′. Then, m is computed from ?m. Step 3 assigns the new Gm(c)
and  m(c) based on whether c is due to a new failure (c∈ ?′) or c remains from the
previous iteration. Finally step 4 computes the new valid data Fm(t); m(t) for t ∈ m.
The Algorithm: KEY EQUATION
Assumptions
• C is a smooth curve over a perfect <eld k; Q is a rational point of C, and R is the
ring of functions of C \ Q,
• + is the set of nongaps at Q; +c =Z \ +.
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• {zu}u∈Z and {)v}v∈Z as in Theorem 6.3.
• The expansions of the products zwzv and zw)v with respect to the respective bases
{zu} and {)u} are computable.
• m? ∈+ de<nes the check code: su = Se(zu) are known for u∈+ and u6m?.
• M ∈+ de<nes the last iteration of the algorithm.
• P1; P2; : : : ; Pn are distinct rational points of C \ Q.
• e∈ kn: De is the divisor of points Pk such that ek =0, and Ie is the ideal of functions
in R vanishing on De.
Data structures Compute for each m:
m ⊂ + Fm :m → R m :m → (−∞Q)
?m ⊂ + Gm : ?m → R  m : ?m → (−∞Q)
Temporary structures Used within an iteration.
> :m → k ?′ ⊂ +
Initialization For m=− 1
−1 = {0} F−1(0)= 1 −1(0)= 0 ?−1 = ∅
Algorithm For m=0 to M ,
1. For each s∈ m−1:
Compute f˜=R-part of Fm−1(s)zm−s.
If m6m? or m∈+c,
>(s)= Se(f˜):
If m¿m? and m∈+:
Compute Se(f˜ − zm).
Compute sm = Se(zm) by majority voting.
>(s)= Se(f˜ − zm) + sm.
2. Compute m and ?m:
?′= {m− s: s∈ m−1; m− s∈+ and >(s) =0}
?m =max(?m−1 ∪ ?′)
m =min{s∈+: ∀c∈ ?m; c − s ∈ +}
3. For each c∈ ?m, set
Gm(c)=
{
Gm−1(c) if c∈ ?m−1:
>(m− c)−1Fm−1(m− c) otherwise:
 m(c)=
{
 m−1(c) if c∈ ?m−1:
>(m− c)−1m−1(m− c) otherwise:
4. For each t ∈ m:
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Find s∈ m−1 and a∈+ such that s+ a= t.
Let f=Fm−1(s)za and let  be the (m− t)th truncation of m−1(s)za.
If m− t is a gap, set
Fm(t)=f
m(t)=+ >(s))m−t
If m− t is a nongap and >(s)= 0 then also t= s and a=0; set
Fm(t)=f
m(t)=
If m− t is a nongap and >(s) =0, <nd c∈ ?m−1 and b∈+ such that c−b=m− t.
Let g=Gm−1(c)zb and let  be the (m− s)th truncation of  m−1(c)zb. Set
Fm(t)=f − >(s)g
m(t)=− >(s) 
Theorem 8.1. The algorithm above computes a Gr>obner basis for the ideal Ie and the
corresponding products with !e. If we let smax be the largest integer in ; and cmax
the largest integer in ? and let M =max{2cmax; smax + cmax; smax + 2g − 1}; then the
computation is complete after M iterations. Moreover; for each m:
1. m =min@m; and ?m =max(Am).
2. For each s∈ m; o(Fm(s))= s and f has leading coe?cient 1; fail Fm(s)¿m and
m(s) is the (m− s)th approximation to Fm(s)!e.
3. For each c∈ ?m; span Gm(c)= c; and fail Gm(c)6m;  m(c) is the (c − 1)th ap-
proximation of Gm(c)!e with discrepancy 1.
Proof. Suppose that the statements (1), (2), (3) about the data of the mth iteration
are true. If m¿ 2cmax then by Proposition 7.3, @m =@ so m = . If m is also at least
smax + cmax then each of the functions Fm(s) for s∈ m has fail larger than s + cmax
by (2) of the theorem, so by Remark 7.2 each Fm(s) is in a locator. Finally, if m is
also larger than smax + 2g − 1 then each pair Fm(s); m(s) solves the key equation
as discussed in Remark 7.2. Thus the algorithm produces a Gr>obner basis for Ie and
the corresponding products with !e after M =max{2cmax; smax + cmax; smax + 2g − 1}
iterations.
We now prove the statements about the data after the mth iteration by induction, the
case m=− 1 is trivial. We assume the statements true for m− 1. We will show <rst
that item (1) is easily deduced from items (2) and (3). The existence of Fm(s) for each
s∈ m with fail larger than m shows that m ⊂ @m. Similarly (3) implies that ?m ⊂ Am.
It is clear that the sets A= {s∈+ :∀c∈ ?m; c − s ∈ +} and B= {s∈+ : ∃c∈ ?m; c −
s∈+} partition +. In the algorithm, m is de<ned to be min A. Therefore item (2)
implies A ⊂ @m. Similarly ?m =maxB so B ⊂ Am. Since A and B partition + we must
have A=@m; B=Am. This gives (1).
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We now prove (3). In step 3 of the algorithm we either assign Gm(c)=Gm−1(c),
in which case the induction hypothesis says that (3) holds, or c∈ ?′ and c=m− s for
some s∈ m−1. In the latter case, m − s is a nongap and >(s) as computed in step 1
is nonzero. Consequently, span Fm−1(s)=m− s and >(s)−1m−1(s) is the (m− s− 1)
approximation to Fm−1(s)!e. Therefore, the assignment of Gm(m − s) and  m−1(c)
satis<es (3).
We now prove (2). By Proposition 6.9, >(s) as computed in step 1 of the algorithm
is the coe*cient of )m−s in the expansion of Fm−1(s)!e. In step 4, if m− t is a gap
then Proposition 7.5 shows that m(s) is the (m− s)th approximation of Fm(s) and fail
Fm(s)¿m. If m − t is a nongap and >(s)= 0, then in fact span Fm−1(s)¿m − s so
s∈ m and t must be equal to s. No updating is necessary. If m − t is a nongap and
>(s) =0 then there exist c∈ ?m−1 and b∈+ such that m− t= c− b. This was proved
in [14]. Proposition 7.5 shows that  and  are the (m − s − 1)th approximations of
f and g, respectively, and both f and g have span m − s. The linear combination is
such that the discrepancies cancel. So again, m(s) is the (m− s)th approximation of
Fm(s) and fail Fm(s)¿m.
The following result is readily established from Remark 7.2.
Corollary 8.2. The algorithm computes the error locator of lowest pole order after
M = smin + cmax iterations where smin is the smallest integer in . The corresponding
error evaluator is complete after M = smin + max{cmax; 2g− 1} iterations.
Let d be the minimum distance of the code C(D;m?Q) and let = (d − 1)=2.
For any vector e of weight at most  we must have cmax6  + 2g − 1; smin6  + g
and smax6  + 2g. (See [14]; Proposition 6:2 should say  ⊂ Z+2g .) These upper
bounds for cmax and smax may be plugged into the formula of either the theorem or the
corollary to choose the value of the last iteration M depending on whether one wants
to compute the entire set of locators and evaluators or just the minimal degree pair.
We now show an alternative method to compute M , the last iteration, and m?, which
determines the code, that is more appropriate given the capabilities of the algorithm.
We want to require that m? is such that majority voting produces a correct answer for
all m¿m?. Then the algorithm can proceed inde<nitely and will eventually produce
the error locators and evaluators.
Let C ∈A. We will choose M and m? so that all error vectors having cmax6C can
be corrected. Let @˜= {s∈+ : s¿C}, let ˜=min @˜ and let S be the largest integer in ˜.
Suppose that e is an error vector with corresponding data as above (A; @; ?; ; cmax; smax,
etc.) and such that cmax6C. Then @˜ ⊂ @ and @ \ @˜ along with ˜ generate @. Thus
smax6 S. Let m? = S + C. I claim that for each s∈ m?; Fm?(s) is a locator. This
follows from Remark 7.2 since span Fm?(s)¿m?− s¿C¿ cmax. Thus the computa-
tion of the locators is complete after the m? iteration. It may be necessary to continue
the algorithm to compute the error evaluators, so we should show that majority vot-
ing can proceed. For any nongap m¿m?; m∈@ and m − s∈+ for some s∈ . But
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m−s¿cmax, so in fact m−s∈@. Thus there is at least one vote for the mth syndrome.
Any votes must be correct since all of the stored functions are locators.
This topic is pursued in greater depth in [15], but we give a brief example here.
Example 8.3. Consider again the Hermitian code over Fq2 . Let ¡q=2 and let C =(−
1)(q+1). One can show that the S in the discussion above is S = (q+1), so majority
voting beyond m? =(2 − 1)(q + 1) will be successful provided that cmax6C. The
number of nongaps less than or equal to C is ( +12 ), so it is possible to correct (
+1
2 )
or fewer errors provided that cmax ¡C. Experiments show that the vast majority of
error vectors of that weight do consist of all nongaps less than or equal to C, so the
code C(D;m?Q) performs very much like a (
+1
2 ) error-correcting code. The true
minimum distance of Hermitian codes using all rational points distinct from Q is equal
to the Feng-Rao distance [23]. For this code the distance is 2+ 1.
Since  was chosen very small, C; smax ¡ 2g− 1. Thus the value of M guaranteeing
the computation of the error evaluators is smax+2g−1 in the Theorem and smin+2g−1
in the Corollary.
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